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this is a popular feature that allows anyone to broadcast live content on facebook. as you're watching the video, you can watch the comments and interactions unfold in real-time. the comments you leave while watching the video can be seen by anyone who is watching. facebook is a truly global platform, and, as such, has a lot of languages and dialects. with over 100 million people in indonesia alone, it makes sense for
facebook to offer bahasa indonesia as well as english and mandarin. in fact, users who reside in indonesia can now get localized news and product updates as well as a handy translation feature. facebook will let you set off-site reminders on messenger and offer you more space to write down your messages. the dots feature will let you add contacts to chat across all of your platforms, but you can add more than 25 contacts

to chat on messenger for groups. messenger will also remind you to send new messages as soon as youre done chatting. facebook has been increasing its virtual assistant service to get more people on messenger, and now it will be more proactive. if youre a parent, youll know that theres only so much you can do on your own, and facebook can do it for you. with the ability to chat with a messenger bot to ask about your
childs homework, ask for meal ideas, or send a message to a babysitter, facebooks more than willing to help. so, what if you want to send your friends more content on messenger. in fact, you can like and comment on photos from other users without leaving the app. when you send someone a message on messenger, you can choose to add an audio, video, or gif sticker. these are either found on facebook or you can buy

them from third-party websites. these stickers make messenger more fun and authentic, and theyll make your friends feel more engaged.
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what apps can i use on facebook messenger? with facebook messenger, you can talk to your friends and family, chat about your day, and, of course, share what youre doing and what youre eating. you can even send money to friends and family through the messenger app or send photos or videos.
facebook messenger is a great way to chat with friends and family without having to launch another app. thanks to the power of the messenger platform, messenger provides businesses a platform to drive engagement, increase customer satisfaction, and provide helpful content to their customers. more
than 350 million people use messenger on a daily basis, and this is growing fast. facebook is taking advantage of its growth by improving its messenger platform to help businesses connect with their customers. by integrating facebook messenger into its platform, facebook is able to connect the physical

and virtual worlds, and gives businesses the ability to create an efficient and highly targeted customer experience. facebook messenger is a great way to message your friends and family. theyre able to respond to your message right from their phone and they can see when youre online and do what youre
doing. with messenger you can talk about everything from your day to the latest news. its great for business because it allows you to interact with your customers on a deeper level, and it can be super effective. however, facebook could choose to hide updates that it thinks the user wouldnt like on the

timeline of the user. for example, it might hide an update from a person's friends, if you have friended that person but not accepted their friend request. another reason facebook has added hiding updates could be to keep people on facebook longer, by reducing the amount of time they spend updating.
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